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ICONICS

Reinvent your wardrobe with ba&sh's iconic pieces, a 
thoughtfully curated collection of timeless items that 
elevate your style with a touch of elegance and chic. 
Timeless pieces, easily mixable and designed to 
withstand the years with their quality and cut meant to 
last.
Explore our must-have selection, where each piece 
embodies the bohemian and Parisian spirit of ba&sh.

• GASPARD cardigan 

• MEREDITH jacket 

• RESET watch

• CAITLIN boots

• SIGN bag 

• TEDDY bag 



GASPARD

• GASPARD CARDIGAN

Refined and elegant, the Gaspard cardigan holds a 
special place in our wardrobe. Timeless yet modern, it 
can be worn as a couture knit jacket. Its new vibrant 
colors bring freshness and originality, making Gaspard a 
key piece to elevate your outfits.



Maroon trousersGaspard curry



Gaspard green Delga shirt

Evan trousers black



Gaspard white Jona trousers beige



Gaspard black Alicia skirt



Gaspard navy

Booty trouserspalki top



Guspa pink Guspa beigeDevon trousers



Faren shirt Evan trousers blueGuspa navy



Gaston silver

Jona trousers black



Gaston gold

Aglae short



GASPARD

• MEREDITH JACKET

The flagship of our wardrobe, the Meredith jacket, 
captivates with its undeniable glamour and chic. The 
golden buttons add a touch of sophistication, making 
Meredith a must-have for those seeking timeless 
elegance with a hint of modernity.



Meredith black Mallou trousers blue



Meredith framboise

Quizy trousers white



GASPARD

• CAITLIN BOOTS

Flagship model of the ba&sh house, the Caitlin ankle 
boots, inspired by the western style and crafted in suede 
calf leather in Portugal, embody boldness and 
trendiness. Assert your style with these iconic ankle boots 
that add a distinctive touch to your wardrobe, merging 
bohemian charm with the Parisian spirit of the brand.



caitlin boots brown. caitlin boots black.

Hcaitlin boots brown. Hcaitlin boots black.



The Sign bag was specially created for the contemporary Parisian. With its classic 
and elegant shape, the Sign bag will undoubtedly elevate your look. The 
centerpiece of this bag is the new metallic piece "Sign," the new emblem of 
ba&sh. Chic but also versatile, the Sign bag can be worn crossbody or by hand 
thanks to its top handle. Available in classic ba&sh suede and smooth leather, 
both certified by LWG.

• SIGN BAG 

Sign bag black medium Sign bag black small Sign bag framboise small 

Sign bag gun small Sign bag cognac smalll Sign bag kaki small

Sign bag brown smalll 



GASPARD

• MILOS JACKET

A staple in our collection, the Milos jacket embodies 
elegance with its short cut and Peter Pan collar. 
Available in black or brown, it adds an original touch to 
any outfit, combining sophistication with bold style.



Milos jacket brown

Ruiz blouse



Mylos jacket 
black

Maroon trousers

Tami top



accessories



Casey bronze Casey black Casey kaki

• CASEY BOOTS

The CASEY boots capture the wild spirit of the CAITLIN collection by ba&sh. The 
authentic design is feminized with a beveled heel and a velvety touch. They 
complement your finest looks, whether in summer or winter. From the natural bronze 
effect to the timeless elegance of black, the versions adapt to the nuances of a 
flowing skirt or a bohemian dress.
The LWG certified suede calf confirms an eco-friendly manufacturing process, a core 
value for the brand.



The ba&sh TEDDY bag was designed by Barbara & Sharon as an essential 
companion for women, carrying all their essentials. Rounded and adorned with 
numerous artisanal details, such as handwoven elements that give the bag its 
unique identity. The TEDDY bag is a nomad that adds a bohemian-chic twist to all 
looks, emblematic of the ba&sh brand. A shoulder bag that aligns with ethical 
and sustainable practices: the bag is crafted from Italian leathers sourced from 
tanneries audited by the Leather Working Group.

• TEDDY BAG 

Teddy bag small cognac Teddy bag small kaki

Teddy bag cognac Teddy bag camel



• JEWELS 

Olivia gold earing Olivia silver earing  

Olie gold earing Olie silver earing

ba&sh Jewelry is an eco-friendly collection with a rock and bohemian spirit. A true 
invitation to travel, the Olivia and Olie earrings are inspired by antique jewelry, and 
their engravings are done with a laser. A solid 925 recycled silver earring that stands 
alone for a unique look.



Named RESET as an invitation to take a break and a promise of renewal. 
The braided bracelet with engraved links celebrates the meeting of cultures. 
Halfway between ancestral heritage and a rock spirit, RESET is a watch that blends 
genres, much like ba&sh; both bohemian and Parisian. RESET charms with its 
timeless aged effect, achieved by brushing and hand-patinating raw steel, piece by 
piece. A favorite watch that will bring an extra touch of style and energy to any 
outfit, available in three variations.

Reset white Reset green Reset black

• RESET 
The first watch by ba&sh


